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The Pope as a liberal

An article by Matthew Vogan in the September Free Presbyterian 
Magazine draws attention to the Pope’s liberal views on the doctrine 
of the Resurrection—a doctrine which he basically denies.  The Pope’s 
theological liberalism comes as a surprise to the Editor, and probably to 
many other Protestants, so it seems to be worth highlighting.

The Pope’s views on this subject are found in his book Introduction to 
Christianity, first published in 1968 and several times reprinted, most 
recently in 2004. Full quotations can be found in Matthew Vogan’s article, 
but the gist of the Pope’s views is that the distinction of ‘body’ and ‘soul’ as 
separate entities is not a biblical one; that the soul does not continue alive 
once the body is dead, and that the resurrection is not to be thought of as 
the bringing back to life of the body. Instead the resurrection is the raising 
up of the ‘person’ to a ‘different form of life’.  Such views are, of course, 
utterly liberal, and in ‘explaining’ his views, the Pope resorts, like so many 
liberals, to language that borders on meaningless. A single specimen will 
suffice: ‘What we call in substantialist language “having a soul” we will 
describe in a more historical actual language as “being God’s partner in a 
dialogue”’ (p.355). There would be a few jeers at Bellahouston Park, we 
think, if the Pope dared to come out with that.

Applied to the resurrection of Christ, the Pope’s views amount to a denial 
of its historicity. ‘The Resurrection’, he says, ‘cannot be an historical event 
in the same sense as the Crucifixion is.’ But if it was not an historical event 
in the same sense as the Crucifixion then it was not an historical event at 
all. In other words, it did not happen. The Pope is simply an unbeliever in 
this respect. 

Some puzzles

The Pope’s views raise a number of puzzles. One is that he does not believe 
the official doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church, and in particular, he 
does not believe the teaching of the recent Catholic Catechism which he 
himself had a hand in compiling. 

997. What is “rising”? In death, the separation of the soul from 
the body, the human body decays and the soul goes to meet 
God, while awaiting its reunion with its glorified body. God, in 
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his almighty power, will definitively grant incorruptible life to our 
bodies by reuniting them with our souls, through the power of 
Jesus’ Resurrection.

999. How? Christ is raised with his own body: “See my hands and 
my feet, that it is I myself”; but he did not return to an earthly life. 
So, in him, “all of them will rise again with their own bodies which 
they now bear,” but Christ “will change our lowly body to be like 
his glorious body,” into a “spiritual body”.

1016. By death the soul is separated from the body, but in 
the resurrection God will give incorruptible life to our body, 
transformed by reunion with our soul. Just as Christ is risen and 
lives for ever, so all of us will rise at the last day.

1017. “We believe in the true resurrection of this flesh that we now 
possess” (Council of Lyons II: DS 854). We sow a corruptible body 
in the tomb, but he raises up an incorruptible body, a “spiritual 
body” (cf. 1 Cor 15:42-44).

The best solution to this puzzle is that the Pope makes a distinction between 
his official beliefs as Pope Benedict XVI and his private beliefs as Joseph 
Ratzinger. But as Matthew Vogan points out, it is under the former name 
that his books are most prominently marketed. Once a religious teacher 
has to distinguish his private beliefs from his official ones, his credibility is 
at an end, in ordinary circles.

Another puzzle is, what is the point of the requiem masses which Roman 
Catholics have at funerals? We thought that they were in some way 
intended to benefit the souls of the deceased, but if the soul does not 
continue ‘alive’ after death then they must have some other purpose. If 
the Editor were a Roman Catholic he would like to have this point clarified, 
before paying any more money into the Church’s coffers.

Another puzzle is, what is the purpose of beatifying Cardinal Newman on 
19th September? Beatification is supposed to be ‘the recognition accorded 
by the Catholic Church of a dead person’s ascension to Heaven and 
capacity to intercede on behalf of individuals who pray in his or her name.’ 
But surely Cardinal Newman’s ‘non-alive’ soul cannot, according to the 
Pope’s teachings, intercede for anybody. Is the Pope, in beatifying Cardinal 
Newman, simply going through a hypocritical form in which he does not 
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believe? Furthermore, in Cardinal Newman’s case, not only is his soul 
unable to help but his body too, because it has mysteriously disappeared 
(Bulwark July-Sept 2008). The hoped-for shrine at the Birmingham Oratory 
had to be abandoned.

All in all, we find here a most dismal proof of the religious folly of the 
human race. Here is one of the great religious leaders of the world, talking 
nonsense and occupying a manifestly contradictory position, but tens of 
millions of people, Roman Catholic and non-Roman Catholic, are unable 
to see through him. Truly, ‘all the world wondered after the Beast’ (Rev 
13:3). How great is the need that we have of the Holy Spirit.

David Hay Fleming and historical bias

David Hay Fleming (1849-1931) was one of the greatest of Scotland’s 
Church historians. He is best known for his Mary Queen of Scots (1897) 
and his Reformation in Scotland (1910). He edited the second volume of 
the Register of the Privy Seal of Scotland, 1529-1542 which was issued in 
1921, and he was working on the third volume up to the time of his death. 
He also edited Patrick Walker’s Six Saints of the Covenant (1901) which is 
of great interest for covenanting times. His pamphlet Scotland under the 
Papacy was published by the Scottish Reformation Society in 1891, and 
from 1895 he contributed letters, articles, and reviews to the Bulwark. 
In 1916 he became Vice-President of the Society and from 1919 until his 
death he was the President. His biography David Hay Fleming by Henry 
M. Paton gives an interesting, anecdotal account of his life and includes a 
lengthy bibliography of his writings. 

Probably his most widely-circulated book was The Scottish Reformation, 
written for school children and first published by the Scottish Reformation 
Society in 1903. This went through at least twelve editions by 1960. As far 
as we know, it has not been reprinted since but a new edition is currently 
being prepared by the Lewis Branch of the Society jointly with Reformation 
Press. 

David Hay Fleming and historical bias
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1. Hay Fleming ‘discredited’

Hay Fleming’s reputation has long been high in Protestant circles. In April 
1910 the Free Presbyterian Magazine described an exchange that he had 
had with a Jesuit on the subject of John Knox’s character in the Glasgow 
Herald. The contest was compared by the editor to an encounter between 
a lion and a mouse: ‘The antics of the [latter] may be nimble enough, but 
once the paw of the king of beasts comes down on the tiny creature—it is 
as near annihilation as anything we have seen in this world.’ 

Until recently, Hay Fleming’s reputation was equally high in academic 
circles. The preface to the third volume of the Register of the Privy Seal 
of Scotland speaks of him as ‘a painstaking student, who had acquired 
a unique knowledge of the period preceding the Reformation’. Gordon 
Donaldson, the Historiographer Royal, praised his ‘meticulous scholarship 
and enthusiasm for investigation of records’ and used to say ‘If you think 
you’ve found out something new about the Scottish reformation, go and 
look at Hay Fleming’ (Scottish Church History, 1985, p.98).1 The Editor was 
surprised, therefore, to learn recently of a disrespect for Hay Fleming in 
some quarters in Scotland. A new book on John Knox has a commendatory 
reference to Hay Fleming and then gives the following startling footnote: 

‘We fully appreciate that reference to D. Hay Fleming fits into the category 
of politically incorrect. Some Scottish reviewers discredit any piece of 
scholarship merely for referencing him as a source. For many years Hay 
Fleming was a “card carrying” officer in the Knox Club which existed in 
large part to thwart Roman Catholicism in Scotland...Despite this attitude 
towards Catholicism, Hay Fleming deserves recognition for his careful 
scholarship’ (RG Kyle and DW Johnson, John Knox: An Introduction to His 
Life and Works (2009) p.192 n.46). 

Kyle and Johnson work in American universities but are presumably 
familiar with the situation in Scotland, and if what they say is correct 
then Scottish academic history is not in good health. It is obvious that 
in an academic subject it is the validity of one’s arguments, rather than 
1 Donaldson went on to make a vicious accusation against Hay Fleming of inserting in 
a footnote a comment of David Laing’s on Superintendents which Hay Fleming knew 
to be false (p.97). ‘Such subtle deviousness’, says Donaldson, ‘is almost enviable’.  But 
shortly afterwards, James Kirk in an article ‘The Superintendent: Myth and Reality’, in 
Patterns of Reform, 1989, pp.154-231, argued convincingly that David Laing’s comment 
was not untrue, thereby exonerating Hay Fleming of the terrible charge. Donaldson, 
unfortunately, was given to throwing out such accusations.
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the political correctness of one’s credentials, that should be the subject 
of scrutiny. Once certain authors are being debarred for non-academic 
reasons, the integrity of the whole subject is threatened. Those exercising 
the censorship inevitably have their own errors but they are silencing the 
criticism that might have corrected them. So-called ‘peer review’ becomes 
a farce if the only ‘peers’ allowed are those who share the opinions of the 
censors.

Such a stifling of opposition is already established in parts of Biology and 
we would be loath to see the same thing happening in History. In some 
branches of Biology, writers who challenge Evolution find it extremely 
difficult to publish. The censorship that Kyle and Johnson refer to appears 
to have a narrower scope and to be directly against Protestantism. Kyle 
and Johnson refer several times in their book to Roman Catholic writers 
but they see no need of inserting cautionary footnotes against them.

2. The Knox Club and the Scottish Catholic Historical Association

One would think, from Kyle and Johnson’s footnote, that the Knox Club 
must have been some extreme Protestant organisation, but this was 
far from the case. Indeed, to the present writer the Knox Club appears 
more liberal than conservative in its composition. It was founded in 
1909 with Hay Fleming as a Vice-President and Professor (later Principal) 
John Macleod on the National Council but other office-bearers were 
of all shades of Protestantism. Every year the Honorary Vice-Presidents 
included the Moderators of the Church of Scotland, the United Free 
Church, the Free Church, the United Original Secession, and the Reformed 
Presbyterians, the President of the Baptist Union of Scotland, the 
Chairman of the Congregational Union of Scotland, the Chairman of the 
Wesleyan Methodists, and many others, among them the well known 
liberal kenoticist theologian H. R. Mackintosh. To dismiss all these people 
as ‘card-carrying officers in the Knox Club’ is to dismiss virtually a whole 
generation in Scotland.

It is instructive to compare the Knox Club, defunct since 1923 or soon 
afterwards, with the Scottish Catholic Historical Association (SCHA), 
founded in 1950 and still flourishing. The SCHA publishes the Innes Review 
which is a well-regarded academic journal. The stated aims of the Knox 
Club were: 

David Hay Fleming and historical bias
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1. to promote the study of Scottish history, and in particular the period of 
John Knox; 2. to maintain the Protestant succession to the Throne and all 
existing safeguards thereto; 3. to resist the efforts of the Roman Catholic 
Church to regain its influence in Scotland.

The stated aim of the SCHA, on the other hand, is ‘the advancement of 
education in and study of the part played by the Catholic Church and the 
Catholic Community in the life of the Scottish nation.’ This aim is very 
much the Roman Catholic equivalent of the first aim of the Knox Club. 

The SCHA developed from a conference held in May 1949, and at the end of 
that conference a committee was formed to organise a similar conference 
for the following year. In October 1949, the ‘Scottish Hierarchy [i.e. the 
Roman Catholic bishops]...gave the committee its recognition and blessing 
to the work it was pursuing,’ and by the SCHA constitution, members of the 
Roman Catholic Bishops’ Conference in Scotland are Honorary Members of 
the SCHA. It hardly needs saying that the Roman Catholic bishops oppose 
the second and third aims of the Knox Club, and that their blessing on 
the SCHA was because they hoped that it would further the interests of 
Romanism in Scotland. Thus although the SCHA does not openly state that 
it aims at the subversion of Scottish Protestantism, this has been part of 
its purpose from the beginning. The Knox Club was more political in its 
activities than is the SCHA, but otherwise the aims and the membership of 
the two bodies show a remarkable correspondence. 

3. Thomas Innes and historical bias

The Innes Review is named after Thomas Innes (1662-1744), a Roman 
Catholic priest who wrote historical works employing more modern 
methods of research than those that had gone before him.  He himself 
provides an interesting example of historical ‘bias’. He is generally credited 
with being an accurate historian but, as is well known, he confessed in a 
letter to the Old Pretender in 1729 that his Critical Essay on the Ancient 
Inhabitants of Scotland, published that year, had been written with a 
concealed purpose. While appearing to be impartial history, its real aim 
was to vindicate primogeniture and thus establish the Old Pretender’s 
right to the throne. ‘I behoved’, he says, ‘to give the air of a bare historical 
fact, and treat as it were by the by, joined in with a great variety of other 
critical discussions, and bring it in as a necessary part of my subject, under 
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the pretence of inquiring into the true era of the Scottish monarchy.’

This mild dissembling has not greatly damaged Father Innes’ reputation 
in the eyes of modern historians and many of them are quite ready, for 
instance, to contribute to the Innes Review. They would concur, by and 
large, with George Grub’s assessment of Innes: ‘Something may now be 
said as to the spirit in which Innes’ work is written. So far as the proper 
narrative is concerned, it would be difficult to find a fault. In his reasonings 
and disquisitions—of which, perhaps, there is more than enough—the 
Roman ecclesiastic is easily discerned; but he does not seek to keep this 
character in the background. While he writes as an avowed adherent of 
the Roman see, his usual moderation never forsakes him’ (1879 edition 
of Critical Essay, p.xxvi). It is difficult to see why the same charity that 
can accommodate Father Innes’ Romanism and hidden political agenda 
is unable to extend to Hay Fleming’s entirely transparent Protestantism.

4. Hay Fleming on historical bias

The question of bias is one of perennial concern to historians. Sometimes 
they seem more than a little naive on the subject. In the preface to his 
Scottish Reformation (1982), for instance, Ian B. Cowan (d.1990) claims that 
‘few, if any [previous works on the Scottish Reformation] have remained 
totally free of bias’ (p.ix). The implication is that he at last had attained 
where all others had fallen short. 

A more realistic approach is found in Hay Fleming’s review of Andrew 
Lang’s History of Scotland vol.III (in Critical Reviews pp.324-6)  The review 
is entitled ‘Subconscious bias’, and says most of what needs to be said on 
the subject:

‘All men, whether they know it or not, are apt to be swayed by prejudice; 
and those who have not realised this are probably the very men who are 
so swayed most readily...It is a Christian duty to be fair-minded, not only 
in our own dealing, in our estimate of our fellowmen, in the opinions that 
we hold or express on current questions, but also on questions of the past, 
and on the actions, motives, and characters of those who left the stage 
long before we set foot upon it....

‘...Historians run [a great] risk in reciting or criticizing the deeds of the 
dead. The dead, doubtless, are not pained even by unjust attacks; but, to 

David Hay Fleming and historical bias
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put it mildly, it is unchivalrous to make such attacks on those who can no 
longer defend themselves. History, to be worth anything, must be both 
candid and honest; but that is no reason why it should be uncharitable. 
No one is entitled to charge the dead with a crime or fault, unless there 
is sufficient proof to make it at least morally certain; and yet this canon 
of simple justice is continually being ignored or set at naught. If histories 
were written by men as indifferent as Gallio, the writers might have no 
inward bias to contend with; but the tame and colourless narrative might 
lack interest. Bias is to some extent useful, if not essential, to a historian; 
for unless he sympathizes with those of whom he writes he cannot 
comprehend their motives, and therefore he cannot do them complete 
justice. The real evil does not consist in having a bias; but in having too 
much of it, or in failing to keep a sufficient check upon it; and such a check, 
even for a very mild bias, implies a continual and careful watchfulness.’

We would commend these words to contemporary Scottish historians, if 
they can overcome their prejudices sufficiently to learn from Hay Fleming.

Undoing the Reformation: I. Worship

Rev Andrew Coghill

The 450th Anniversary of the Scottish Reformation is not without its ironies. 
It is, for example, deeply ironic that as devout Protestant Christians give 
thanks for deliverance from mediaeval superstition, and doubtless view 
the forthcoming visit of the Pope to Britain with dismay, they have curious 
and perhaps uncomfortable allies in the toxically anti-Christian “National 
Secular Society”, who themselves vigorously oppose the Pope’s visit. It is 
ironic that just as the Established Church of Scotland should be celebrating 
450 years of its own liberation by the recovery of the Word of God, the 
denomination itself is riven by the bitter, yet logical, fruits of extreme 
liberalism and its incremental marginalising of the Word of God.  It is 
further ironic, that many of the gradually Romanising influences in the 
Scottish Church, particularly from the nineteenth century onwards, can 
probably be traced, not to liberalism, but rather to some of its strongest 
opponents. 
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1. Early nineteenth century

The pre-Disruption Church of Scotland was a place of Reformed simplicity 
in worship, the centrality of the Word being evidenced by the architectural 
layout of pre-Disruption church buildings. Pulpits were often located on 
a side-wall, with the seating positioned around it, and galleries forming 
the same pattern. Two or three-decker pulpits were not uncommon (one 
or two still survive) and their respective levels provided space for minister 
(when present), reader or missionary, and precentor.  The Lord’s Supper 
was accommodated by bringing in temporary tables around which the 
congregation sat, literally “at the Table”.  Clear glass windows ensured 
a good supply of natural light for the congregation’s reading of Bibles 
and Psalters.  Obviously parish church buildings which pre-dated the 
Reformation were not so pragmatically designed, but even then interior 
changes could be effected, and the available space re-used, sometimes, 
in the case of large town churches, for two or more congregations.  It 
must be conceded that this Reformed simplicity also continued for the first 
decades after the Disruption in both the Free and Established churches: 
their deeply-held differences had not been over worship, or doctrine.  
When changes began, in the later decades of the nineteenth century, they 
filtered up from England.

England itself had been through several phases since its own, more limited 
Reformation in the 1550s. After the High Church practices of Archbishop 
Laud had been crushed by the Civil War, High Anglicanism enjoyed a 
resurgence during the Restoration period but declined again after the 
Revolution of 1688, and the Williamite Church of England and its successors 
became progressively “Low Church” (although still a far cry from Scottish 
Presbyterian simplicity).  With strong anti-Catholic legislation having been 
passed by Parliament, and the Penal Laws in place, the Union with Scotland 
in 1707 coincided with increasing British power abroad, and even the (still 
technically “independent”) Irish Parliament was an exclusively Protestant 
body. English Protestantism must have felt pretty safe and secure.  But 
gradually such security bred spiritual complacency.  

In the early nineteenth century a group based in Oriel College, Oxford, 
who came to be known as The Noetics (from the Greek word for “mind” 
or intellect”) set themselves to “broaden” the Church of England, partly 
through intellectual critique of previously accepted religious orthodoxy, 
and partly through encompassing within the Church ideas and philosophies 

Undoing the Reformation: I. Worship
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which sometimes were not in themselves necessarily “false” or “bad” but 
were certainly of “the world” rather than “the Church”. They published 
works on rhetoric, on logic, or on political economy, and sought to 
minimise the distinction between sacred and secular. In some ways they 
were not unlike their Scottish contemporaries, the Moderates, amongst 
whom there was many an accomplished philosopher, economist, or man of 
literary genius, for whom their own “holy orders” were almost incidental.  
This “secularising” of the Church of England was viewed with anxiety by 
some, and when such apparent religious indifference was compounded 
by the Catholic Emancipation Act of 1829, and the subsequent Church 
Temporalities Bill of 1833 (which reduced the Church of Ireland from 29 
bishoprics and 4 archbishoprics to 8 and 2 respectively), devout churchmen 
in England began to fear that the threat of disestablishment, and the 
subsequent loss of Christian identity in their own nation, was not far off.  

Certainly many of the Low and Broad Churchmen, with their secularising 
agenda and disestablishmentarian sympathies were the liberals of their 
day. It would be wrong, and unfair, however to equate their position with 
the “liberalism” of our own day, some of which is openly multi-faith, and 
some of it little better than paganism.  The early nineteenth century Low 
Churchmen took the Christian commonwealth as a given, and it informed 
and directed all their ideas.  They would probably have been sincerely 
shocked by the depths to which “liberalism” has now sunk on both sides 
of the border.  But whilst in Scotland the cool indifference of Moderatism 
was met and challenged by the rise of Evangelicalism in the Established 
Church, secular philosophies in the context of England’s less complete 
Reformation produced a different reaction altogether.

2. The effects of the Oxford Movement

In opposition to the secularising agenda of the low churchmen, a group 
of devout Anglicans (based, like the Noetics, in Oxford) set themselves 
to disseminate Church principles by means of a number of Tracts for the 
Times.  Authored by such men as John Henry Newman, Edward Pusey, John 
Keble and Richard Hurrell Froude, these Tracts were originally designed to 
guard (irony of ironies) “against Popery and Dissent”. There did indeed 
seem to have been a genuine denominational fear that with Catholic 
Emancipation, High Church Anglicans might be drawn away Romewards, 
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and that, perhaps in reaction, “low” Church Protestants might, in disgust, 
desert the Church of England for the Dissenters. The first of these Tracts 
appeared in September 1833, and they continued at intervals for the 
next seven and a half years, numbering ninety in all, and ranging from 
short four-page leaflets to lengthy treatises on a variety of Church-related 
subjects. 

There can be little doubt that the Oxford “Tractarians” saw themselves 
as defending “the Church” against those who were perceived to be 
weakening it, and so they sought to restore “religion” to the place and 
influence from which they perceived it to have fallen.  Increasingly they 
came to idealise (and romanticise) the mediaeval period as a golden age of 
religious faith. The Thirty-Nine Articles were (by them) to be understood 
as emphasising the catholicity and continuity of the Church of England 
(post Reformation) with its pre-Reformation self. Mediaeval catholicity 
was to be positively distinguished from “modern” Roman Catholicism post 
Council of Trent.  The secularising and liberal complacency of the Low 
Churchmen was thus met not by evangelical revival (which focuses upon 
the personal relationship with Christ – powerful but somewhat intangible 
as far as the world is concerned) but by a resurgent, and perhaps defiant, 
interest in overtly religious expression, particularly mediated through 
symbol, ritual, enrichment of places of worship, and zealous, albeit at 
times mystical, religious devotion.

Despite causing a storm amongst the hierarchy of the Anglican Church at 
the time, Tractarian ideals gradually spread amongst the English clergy.  
Churches began once again to be furnished and decorated more lavishly 
with gold, artwork, sculpture, and an emphasis on outward “beauty”.  This 
naturally appealed to human nature, for which “the beauty of things” is 
a far easier concept to grasp than “the beauty of holiness”. Where the 
Church of England led, the Scottish Episcopalians would soon follow. The 
latter had maintained a separate identity from their English brethren for 
years, and even during the Episcopalian ascendancy of Restoration times, 
Scottish simplicity had tended to prevail in matters of worship, and despite 
their obvious differences over church government, sometimes the only 
obvious and visible differences between “Presbyterian” and “Episcopalian” 
worship were the latter’s use of the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer and 
singing the Doxology at the conclusion of metrical Psalms. 

But in the late nineteenth century, with the Empire strong, and Victorian 

Undoing the Reformation: I. Worship
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fortunes having been made at home and overseas, one way for the rich 
and successful to “display” their wealth without criticism, was to make 
gifts to their local churches: crosses, stained glass windows, brass eagle 
lecterns, and so on.  Part of the motivation no doubt was to demonstrate 
that Scotland was neither “behind” nor “inferior” to England in the 
beauty and richness of its churches or its “worship”.  Many upwardly 
mobile Victorian Scots were clearly sensitive to the remark of King Charles 
II that Presbyterianism was “no religion for a gentleman” because the 
Scottish Episcopal Church certainly enjoyed a resurgence in the latter part 
of the nineteenth century at a time when English migration to Scotland 
must have been minimal.   

Presbyterian imitation of Anglican styles was not long in following, and 
there can be no doubt that an element of denominational competition also 
stimulated wealthy Presbyterians to pour fortunes into church building, 
often positioned deliberately close to those of their rival denomination, 
with an inevitable desire to “out-do” the other in size, beauty and 
grandeur.  Where such pride and human ambition is concerned, Reformed 
simplicity runs the risk of being dismissed as mere poverty, and so in urban 
and lowland areas both the Free and Established churches began to design 
and build churches on the Anglican model, which meant in essence a 
return to pre-Reformation, pseudo-mediaeval style.  

Churches were now increasingly designed as mini-versions of Anglican 
cathedrals, of pseudo-Gothic architecture, orientated lengthways, with 
nave, transepts, and chancel (the overall design resembling a cross-
shape) with the latter area usually raised and set back from the body 
of worshippers as it would have been in mediaeval times.  The pulpit 
(and by implication the focus upon the Word) was now set to one side 
of the chancel area,  and a fixed Communion Table was set to the back 
of the chancel, usually of wood but sometimes of stone or marble, and 
sometimes set so far back against the wall as to make the imitation of an 
altar unmistakable.  The first generation of such buildings (particularly 
if originally built as Free churches) tended to be content with plain or 
frosted glass in their long Gothic windows, but subsequent generations 
of wealthy donors frequently sought to commemorate a departed loved 
one with the gift of an ornate stained glass window depicting a Biblical 
scene, or a brass-eagle lectern for the front of the church, and with such 
ambitious aggrandisement (almost always accompanied by a suitably 
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grateful commemorative inscription) the Second Commandment quietly 
departed from the majority of Scotland’s churches.

3. Since 1900

Whilst the Free Church shed most of its Anglicising element in 1900, the 
majority of whom moved eventually into the Church of Scotland after 
1929, the latter denomination flirted increasingly with the trappings of 
Rome. This was not because Kirk folk loved the Papacy, or followed Roman 
Catholic doctrine, but rather because as spiritual fervour declined hand in 
hand with the declension of confessional orthodoxy, religious sentiment 
sought expression in other ways: crosses, ever more colourful and ornate 
vestments, and an increasing focus on “the Christian Year”. Tragically 
also, the Reformed ideal of the Christian Sabbath came to be replaced by 
the Roman Catholic idea that the day is “sanctified” simply by attending 
church, the shorter and earlier the service the better, after which the day 
is one’s own, rather than the Lord’s. 

The rise of the Iona Community from the 1950s onwards, and the 
Ecumenical Movement, have both undoubtedly fostered amongst their 
enthusiasts an admiration for some pre-Reformation practices, and 
sought to make fashionable an abhorrence of “sectarianism” (i.e. being 
too overtly Protestant – fascinatingly, the term “sectarian” is almost never 
used to refer to aspects of Catholicism). But the fact of the matter is that 
neither of these bodies has commanded truly widespread support in the 
Kirk, and whilst neither body has any desire to be particularly “Protestant” 
it is probably true to say that they would recoil equally from the dogmatic 
assertions of post-Trent Romanism. 

Aside from the aggressive theological liberalism of both Iona and the 
Ecumenical Movement, the ambivalent attitude of both bodies towards 
Rome does to an extent highlight the difficulties of the average parishioner 
in the average congregation of the National Church.  They know that 
culturally they are not Roman Catholic, but they have no idea as to why 
they are necessarily “Protestant”, other than the “accident” of their birth 
and upbringing. The doctrines of grace which drove the Reformation 
movement have atrophied beyond a few evangelical outposts, and 
Christian faith is often expressed as little more than “providing a service 
to the community”. Ignorance on a massive scale, historical, confessional 

Undoing the Reformation: I. Worship
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and doctrinal, has created a void where God is believed in, but Christ is 
unknown at the personal level, and the need to be “born again” is thought 
to be the obsession of crank American televangelists. Such is the void of 
Christian knowledge that most Kirk folk sincerely believe that there is 
no difference between the Lord’s Supper and the Mass, the latter being 
thought simply the Roman Catholic way of doing the former.  

Into this void “the Church” throws symbols, crosses, candles, rituals, 
festivals, politically correct causes, “good works”, and, believe it or 
not, “Pilgrimages”.  Graven images peer down from the coloured glass 
windows of our pre-Reformation style churches, and the flock, casually 
hoping that they have “done enough” to get into heaven, worship as best 
they know how, and assume that it must be alright because “the Church” 
has told them so. Ignorance abounds and immorality has (clearly) become 
respectable.  Enthusiasm for pre-Reformation practices has achieved its 
ultimate goal:  for we are being led in a full circle…. back into the dark. 

Brief Sketch of the Protestant Church in Italy

Dr Luca Costantini

Dr Costantini lives in northern Italy and is a local preacher with the Evangelical 
Church in Lugano Switzerland.

If one were to ask an Italian today about his religious affiliation, he would 
probably answer, with more than 90% probability, that he was in line with 
Catholicism. This is no surprise since in the Italian territory there is the 
Vatican City, namely in a section of the city of Rome.

Presently, apart from among a minority, not bowing to Rome is still seen 
as suspect. For example, contrary to many other countries, the teaching 
of Catholic Faith in schools up to 18 years old is practically compulsory. 
Nevertheless, the situation has changed from the start of the last century. 
Now a foreigner visiting Italy can usually find some evangelical churches 
in some centre of every province. These consist mainly of small churches, 
numbering up to one hundred saints, affiliated with the Assemblies of 
God, or with independents.
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Of a population of around 60 million people, some 700,000 are Protestant, 
according to one statistic of 2008. This is just over one percent of the whole 
population. Of these Protestants, the majority belongs to the Assemblies 
of God in Italy (400,000). This Church was founded by Italian immigrants to 
the United States who came back to their native country in the middle of 
the last century. Of no little importance, it can be considered that some of 
their leaders (such as the last president Francesco Toppi) studied in London. 
This is a Church in the full Pentecostal tradition of Azusa Street with 
numerous congregations in the southern part of the country, although 
it is generally present everywhere. It is not considered an historic Church, 
not tracing its origins in the Reformation of XVIth century. The Assemblies 
of God look very similar to their American sisters to whom they owe very 
much, and not only in financial matters.

The historic Church of Protestantism in Italy is composed by the acronym 
BMW, intended to be the Baptist, Methodist and Waldensian churches. 
The preponderant of the three is the Waldensian Church. This one, made 
up of 45,700 members is, de facto, the Presbyterian Church in Italy. It 
is a very ancient Church, tracing its origins in the Middle Ages. A rich 
merchant called Waldo or Pierre Valdes, a citizen of Lyon, France, and a 
contemporary of St Francis, determined to sell his substances and turn to 
poverty in order to live as much as possible similar to Jesus. After the Middle 
Ages, they adhered to the Reformation, obtaining legal recognition in 
Italy only in 1848 with Carlo Alberto. Up to then they were confined in 
rocky Piedmont, but after that they reached every corner of the country, 
specifically the main cities, where they actually are present today. Torre 
Pellice, 80 km away from Turin, is thought to be the symbolic capital of the 
Waldensians. Theologically speaking, they are now liberals and open to 
abortion, homosexuality and euthanasia. At the Waldensian Theological 
Faculty of Rome, the only one existing in Italy for the training of ministers, 
they regularly ordain women.

Associated with this Church from 1970, is the Methodist Church (circa 
6,000 members), founded in Italy by some English evangelists as well 
as ministers such as Ernest Piggott. Not yet incorporated, but very close 
to being, is the Baptist Church (20,000 members), that traces its origins, 
too, with the first English dissenters of the XVIIth century. All these three 
churches are linked with the Reformation in doctrine and practice. So too 
is the Lutheran Church (8,000 members) more than 50% of whose clergy 

Brief Sketch of the Protestant Church in Italy
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come from Germany. The first three churches publish together a weekly 
newspaper called Riforma, similar to the paper printed in France by the 
Evangelical Reformed Church.

One small Church of Scotland congregation is located in Rome, ministering 
to the small Scottish presence on the river Tiber. Churches of English 
ancestry such as the Anglican, the Brethren (but not the evangelical 
wing of Darby, Kelly and Mackintosh), and the Salvation Army are 
also scattered in many parts. Globally speaking, the most important 
component of Italian Protestantism is the evangelical wing of Pentecostal 
nature. A phenomenon strongly advancing is that of the independent 
churches.  They are conservative in doctrine and similar to many American 
evangelical churches of the same kind. They witness and make converts, 
things that the traditional churches scarcely do. In effect, people come to 
attend the traditional churches mainly because of what they have read 
and heard through the media, not for the work of labourers of God. And 
not infrequently, strong sentiment against Catholicism may get some 
new converts. The evangelical churches, on the other hand, promote an 
aggressive soul-winning experience and sometimes fill their nets from the 
no longer credible historical ones.

The evangelical churches believe in the fundamentals of the faith and the 
Bible they use is usually the New Diodati (because the beloved old one of 
the XVIIth century is practically impossible to read in current Italian), or 
the Revised, edited by the Biblical Society of Geneva. The majority of these 
evangelical churches keenly practise the principles of Pentecostalism.

So, in our country we have a very strange situation and it is far from the 
truth to say that the real Reformation has never succeeded here. The 
majority of the people are nominally Catholic, even if only 20% of these 
attend the Sunday services on a regular basis. On the other side, there are 
strong Pentecostal churches, evangelical in doctrine, but with the suspicion 
of making speaking in tongues their reason for existence; and there are 
the traditional (mainline) churches that are liberal in faith and socialist 
if not communist in politics. A sound evangelical church, in line with the 
movement of Luther and Calvin, and conservative in faith, is sadly missing. 
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Praying for Kings

Rev David Blunt

“I exhort therefore, that, first of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions, 
and giving of thanks, be made for all men; For kings, and for all that are 
in authority; that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness 
and honesty” (1 Tim.2:1-2).

I trust that we are all in the habit of praying. Prayer consists of praise, 
confession of sin and thanksgiving but chiefly it concerns petition. As 
individuals it is our duty and privilege to draw near to God and present 
our petitions to the One who hears and answers prayer. We also approach 
Him as families and congregations, making joint request. We are bringing 
our own needs and the needs of our loved ones and our churches before 
the Lord. But are we aware that there is another sphere which we should 
remember in our requests?

We are also to pray for government. When the apostle Paul writes to 
Timothy he teaches us that the church and Christians generally have this 
obligation towards the representatives of the state. What is involved in it?

1. The State

To begin with we need to explain what we mean by the state. By it we 
understand the legislature (the body empowered to make and repeal 
laws) and the judiciary (the body empowered to administer those laws); in 
our country this is parliament and the courts. In some lands (lands where 
the people tend to enjoy less liberty and suffer more oppression than in 
ours) these two branches of state may be joined; the government not only 
passes legislation but also operates the courts and administers justice.

The type of legislature and form of judicial system vary widely from 
country to country. The legislature may be a single individual – as in an 
absolute monarchy or a dictatorship. There may (in theory at least) be no 
proper legislature – as in anarchy; then the conscience of each individual 
becomes the supreme authority (see Deut.12:8; Judg.17:6). Between these 
two extremes there is a variety of other systems, divided into two main 
classes: oligarchy – where power rests with a few, and democracy – where 
power rests with the many.

Praying for Kings
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It comes as a shock for us to learn that the Bible prescribes none of 
these forms exactly, not even democracy! The most common method of 
government in the Bible is monarchy but Scripture does not lay this down 
as an absolute requirement. What is called for is theocracy. By this we do 
not mean clericalism, or rule by priests, which is really ecclesiocracy, as in 
the statelet called the Vatican; rather we mean the rule of God. A nation 
may be a monarchy, an oligarchy or a democracy, but God requires it to 
be theocratic all the same. God’s will must be done in the collective life of 
a people. Blessings and curses are promised alternately depending upon 
whether a nation is God-honouring or God-dishonouring. This refers to its 
corporate life, not merely to what a percentage of its citizens individually 
believe and do (Ps. 33:12; Prov.14:34).

2. Church and State

There are four distinct ways in which the church may be related to the 
state. Firstly the church may dominate the state, as in countries where the 
Church of Rome holds sway. The papacy claims temporal power as well as 
spiritual and it has only been the rise of democracy in various countries 
that has curbed her ambitions here. This relation is sometimes known as 
Ultramontanism. Secondly the state may dominate the church, as is the 
case with the Church of England; the Westminster Parliament governs her 
doctrine and worship and the prime minister has a significant role in the 
appointment of her bishops and archbishops. This arrangement is termed 
Erastianism. Thirdly the church and state may be completely separate, such 
as in the United States of America. This position is called Voluntaryism.

It is the teaching of many of the Reformed Confessions however, and 
particularly the Westminster Confession of Faith, that church and state, 
both divine institutions, should co-operate with one another to a common 
end yet without intruding upon each other’s prescribed spheres. They have 
separate governments, officers and jurisdictions but they are ordained 
by the same God and owe duties and allegiance to the same Lord. This 
relation is known as Establishment and is seen in the case of the Church 
of Scotland. Church and state in this view are twin departments under the 
crown of Jesus Christ, each under obligation to help the other, and neither 
usurping the prerogatives of the other. The church is not to meddle in those 
affairs that are strictly civil or political and the state is not to interfere in 
matters which are strictly spiritual. Yet though the promotion of religion 
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is not a direct end of civil government it is nonetheless an end which civil 
governors, in the execution of their official functions, are called to aim 
at. The civil magistrate does not have power in sacred things, but he does 
have power concerning sacred things. 

It is not the duty of the church to agitate for a particular system of 
government. Rather it is her duty to advance God’s rule in society. She 
does this supremely by preaching the gospel, which, when blessed by the 
Lord, changes men’s hearts and brings them into subjection to Christ and 
into the fellowship of His church on earth. But she also has a duty towards 
the state as is evident in Paul’s exhortation. It is a fourfold one.

3. Prayer

Prayer is the first priority. Four terms are used, emphasising how involved 
the church is to be in this duty. Her praying is to be comprehensive (“for 
all men”) and specific (“for kings, and for all that are in authority”). She is 
to pray for chief magistrates and for those who serve under them. When 
Paul wrote these words the kings of the earth were heathen, enemies of 
the church of Christ and hostile towards her. The believers were perhaps 
tempted to despise these rulers but God will have some of them to be 
saved (vv.3, 4) and so through the apostle He commands His church to pray 
for this.

We note the great end for which the church is to pray for kings. It is “that 
we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and honesty.” 
Now we all desire peace and order in our nation and indeed between 
the nations but why do we want it? The reason ought to be that true 
godliness may flourish, otherwise we have no warrant to pray for peace 
and peace will be of no real benefit to us.

What the Church is urged to request with respect to magistrates these 
individuals are bound to promote. Scripture shows us clearly that civil 
rulers are to promote godliness. The Lord said to King David: “He that 
ruleth over men must be just, ruling in the fear of God” (2 Sam.23:3).  The 
Lord said through King Solomon: “By me kings reign, and princes decree 
justice” (Prov.8:15). The ‘justice’ in view is not the ‘social justice’ beloved 
of our present secular-minded politicians but the righteousness of God’s 
moral law. We might ask, Who better to advance this today than Christian 
magistrates? May the Lord in His mercy raise them up!

Praying for Kings
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Psalm 2 teaches that rulers who in their private and public lives oppose 
Jesus Christ (vv.1-3) are to submit to Him and serve Him in both of these 
capacities (vv.10-12). Government, like education, welfare and every other 
good work in society, must be affected by Christ’s redemption. He has an 
inheritance for which He Himself is to “ask” (v.8). As God Jesus Christ is 
sovereign over all things but as Mediator He has the special designation 
“King of saints” and even “King of nations” (Rev.15:3). Christ’s own 
intercession is the basis of our praying for the conversion of the nations, 
including their rulers. Jesus is Lord of all and therefore the state does not 
have the luxury of being neutral in relation to Him: no-one has that luxury 
for Jesus said, “He that is not with me is against me” (Luke 11:23a).

4. Guidance

If magistrates are bound to promote godliness then they need the 
guidance of the Scriptures to inform them what true godliness is (1 
Pet.2:14). Governors must know what constitutes ‘evil-doing’ on the one 
hand and ‘well-doing’ on the other; only then can they punish the former 
and praise the latter. Therefore the church should offer guidance to the 
state. It should clearly do so in moral matters concerning man as outlined 
in the second table of the law. It should also do so in ‘spiritual’ actions 
concerning the worship of God as outlined in the first table: since these 
are also either good or evil the state has an obligation in regard to them 
also, to punish or to praise, and therefore the church must instruct the 
state concerning specifically religious matters too.

In the Old Testament we see the church guiding the state (2 Chron.19:8-11). 
The civil and religious leaders had distinct but complementary roles. It is 
no mere coincidence that we find partnerships between the two, raised 
up by God for the good of His people Israel. Think of Moses and Aaron, 
Joshua and Eleazar, David and Abiathar, Solomon and Zadok, Hezekiah 
and Azariah, Zerubbabel and Joshua.

Civil rulers may call a synod or assembly of ministers to consult with them 
about religious matters. This is seen in the New Testament in Herod’s time 
(Matt.2:1-6). He was a wicked king but the principle still holds good. Would 
we not be delighted if our new Prime Minister consulted with men of 
God over the Bible’s teaching on the sanctity of life, marriage and divorce, 
crime and punishment, and so on? It would certainly do him good to know 
what the Scripture has to say about homosexuality.
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5. Admonition

It is the church’s duty to remind the magistrate that there is a higher 
authority than man’s. The king’s law is not supreme; that place belongs 
to the law of God. The modern idea that the people’s will is supreme 
and unchallengeable is not biblical either. Popular movements to change 
the laws of our land during the democratic era are really an admission 
that there is a higher principle than whatever the people may happen to 
support at any particular point in time. 

Recent decades have witnessed campaigns extolling ‘freedom’, ‘fairness’ 
and ‘equality’ which have led to changes in public opinion and alterations 
in the law on important matters. For instance, sodomy was once regarded 
as a bad thing, being an offence punishable in law: since 1968 it has been 
legal and now perversely it is viewed more and more as an attractive and 
even admirable thing! The church must challenge this moral relativism, a 
symptom of a rotten, decadent and godless society. Her task is by preaching 
and teaching to “[cast] down imaginations, and every high thing that 
exalteth itself against the knowledge of God” (2 Cor.10:5). She will not 
win any favours from the world for doing so but she will be honouring 
her Lord.

6. Support

The separation between church and state should never amount to the 
separation of Christianity and the state. Thomas Chalmers wrote: “We hold 
that every part and function of a commonwealth should be leavened with 
Christianity, and that every functionary, from the highest to the lowest, 
should in their respective spheres, do all that in them lies to countenance 
and uphold it.”

The Reformed faith subscribes to the ‘organic’ principle, the idea that 
because of the position he occupies one individual may represent other 
individuals and his actions have an effect upon them. We see this concept 
in the covenants especially but it is woven into the whole of biblical 
revelation. In Exodus 20:10 the Lord commands the head of the house 
to secure obedience in Sabbath-observance from all “within thy gates.” 
The ‘gate’ was the place where elders, judges or kings sat officially, the 
civic centre of the community. Therefore the commandment refers not 
simply to “all who are within your territory” but to “all who are under 

Praying for Kings
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your civil jurisdiction.” The private individual who has responsibility for 
others must keep the Sabbath but the civil magistrate also, in his public 
capacity, is to take all proper measures to ensure that the Sabbath is kept 
within the sphere of his jurisdiction. The Westminster Confession extends 
this principle to cover all the commandments.

It is the duty of the church through her officers to ensure obedience 
from her own members in those things which pertain to them as church 
members, but she is also to support the state in its God-appointed duties, 
and to be helpful to it. Equally the officers of the state must bow down to 
the Lord Jesus Christ, as those who must give account at the last, not only 
as private individuals but also as public figures. Let us pray for such a day 
to dawn once again in our land. It is greatly needed.

“The just shall flourish in his days,
  and prosper in his reign:
He shall, while doth the moon endure,
  abundant peace maintain.
His large and great dominion shall
  from sea to sea extend:
It from the river shall reach forth
  unto earth’s utmost end.”   (Ps.72:7, 8)

Thomas Boston on the death of 
one of his children

‘When the child was laid in the coffin, his mother kissed the dust. I only 
lifted the cloth off his face, looked on it, and covered it again in confidence 
of seeing that body rise a glorious body. When the nails were driving, I was 
moved, for I had not kissed that precious dust, which I believe was united 
to Jesus Christ, as if I had despised it. I would fain have caused draw the 
nail again, but because of one that was present, I resented and violented 
myself.’
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Society and Branch news

Mr James Dickson has resigned as Treasurer of the Society and his place has 
been taken by Rev Andrew Coghill. The Society is grateful to Mr Dickson 
for his work as Treasurer.

It is hoped that the first issue of the Society’s new History Journal will be 
available in December. The subscription cost is expected to be about £12 
per issue. Further details will be available in due course (DV).

The 2010 Annual General Meeting of the Society and Special Day 
Conference to commemorate the 450th anniversary of the Scottish 
Reformation is to be held (DV) in Edinburgh at Carrubbers Christian 
Centre, 65 High Street, EH1 1SR on Saturday 9th October.

Programme   

10.00 am. AGM Business meeting.

11.30 am. Rev Dr Wayne Pearce, Lairg:  
 ‘Why Scotland Needed Reformation.’ 

2.00 pm.  Rev David Silversides, Loughbrickland:  
 ‘A Biblical Blueprint for Church and Nation.’

Lewis Branch

For the forthcoming session, the Lewis Branch has organised four 
meetings in rural locations in the Western Isles each of which will 
commemorate the Scottish Reformation year in some way. These 
meetings are in Harris, speaker Rev David Blunt (FCC); in Lochs, 
speaker Rev Calum MacDonald (FC Callanish); in Tolsta, speakers Revs 
R J Campbell (FC) and David Campbell (FPC); and in Borve (West-side), 
speaker Rev Andrew Coghill. Dates and venues for these meetings have 
yet to be finalised and can be obtained from ministers locally (DV). 

In addition there will be a lecture in Stornoway on Friday 19th November 
in the Nicolson Institute Assembly Hall given by Rev Jeremy Brooks of 
the Protestant Truth Society on ‘The Scottish Reformation in its wider 
European Context.’ This meeting will be at 7.30 pm (DV).

Society and Branch news
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Aberdeen Branch

Meetings are held at the Footdee Mission Inverness, beginning at 7:30 
p.m (DV).

Friday 29th October ‘John Hus’,  James A Dickson

Inverness Branch

Meetings are held in the Inverness Royal Academy, Culduthel Road, 
Inverness, on Mondays, beginning at 7:30 p.m (DV).

4th  October ‘Andrew Bonar’, Rev Maurice Roberts (Inverness)

1st  November ‘Antoine Court and the Huguenots’, Rev Dr Malcolm 
Maclean (Inverness)

24th January ‘Black Isle Saints’, Rev Neil M Ross (Dingwall)

21st February ‘The Ulster-Scottish Connection’, Rev Gavin Beers (Ayr)

14th March ‘Biblical Evangelism’, Dr Bill Schweitzer (Gateshead)

These details are correct at the time of printing, but please check our 
website for final details: www.reformation-scotland.org.uk

Edinburgh

There is currently no Edinburgh branch, but the following meetings 
have been arranged in the Magdalen Chapel, on Fridays at 7pm (DV). 
The speaker is Rev Sinclair Horne.

24th September ‘The first General Assembly and its achievements’

22nd October ‘The Counter-Reformation and its effects’

19th November ‘Lessons for today—a return to Reformation principles’
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Preacher to the Remnant: the Story of James Renwick.  
By Maurice Grant
Scottish Reformation Society-2009
hardcover, dustjacket, 288pp+16pp of photographs    price £17.95

At last the long awaited volume 
in Grantʼs trilogy of Covenanter 
martyrs. Following on from his 
acclaimed biographies of Don-
ald Cargill & Richard Cam-
eron, Mr Grant has given us a 
detailed in depth study of this 
remarkable martyr preacher, 
whose revolutionary stand was 
embraced by the whole island 
just two years after his untime-
ly death at the scaffold when 
only 26 years old. An inspiring 
volume of the highest scholarly 
standard. Be sure to own a copy 
of  what will be a classic. 
“It is no exaggeration to say 
that his testimony-and particu-
larly his death-paved the way for the religious and civil liberties we enjoy 
today” from the preface.

“Prepared as he was to to resist unto blood in contending for the right 
of Christ to reign in His own Church, his love for God his Saviour over-
flowed in love to his fellows...he was most at home in preaching Christ 
to sinners and saints.” 
From the foreword by Rev. Hugh M. Cartwright.

You can order by email: info@scottishreformationsociety.org.uk 
by telephone to our distributors 01236827978  or by post to the 
SRS office [see inside front cover of this Bulwark.]
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